
Connects all your systems and applications, including email.
Meaning connected data that you can access and view 
from one platform.

Connected systems and data allows AIRPA to automate 
workflows/repetitive tasks and gives you key real-time insight from our 
dashboards.

About us
Our team brings a unique blend of Big 4 

accounting and consulting experience, technology 

experts and successful small businesses owners.

CONNECT
We connect your systems and data.

Connect. 
Automate. 

Power.

Log in once, only having to remember one password for 
improved security and efficiency.

Search all your client records with a single request, and 
work on multiple clients from one place.

See results from your bookkeeping software (Xero, Sage, 
Quickbooks) and every other system or app you use in a 
single, easy to read dashboard. 

Sync data across all records and systems automatically.

AIRPA’s next-level integration and automation system 
makes all this possible – and more. 



AUTOMATE

POWER

Automate repetitive tasks and create intuitive workflows.

Create reports such as management accounts at the click 
of a button. 

Automate the information passed between multiple 
platforms meaning you no longer need to manually export 
and import between systems.

Take actions on multiple clients from one place - in real time.

Powering your firm to make real time decisions based on 
data collected from multiple systems shown to you in our 
dashboards.

Smarter advice based on the insight you’ll gain from 
at-a-glance advisory dashboards.

A complete overview of your customers on one screen 
giving you the ability to answer questions immediately.

Provide customers with a broader range of high quality, 
value add services and advice - enabling you to improve 
your revenue and profitability.

View outstanding tasks, better plan your operations with 
powerful planning tools.

Access key information and business KPIs on one screen 
pulled from multiple sources.




Because we connect  industry leading cloud applications, you can always choose specialist 
software for each job, instead of relying on clunky built-in functions or poor quality add-ons. The 
best tool for the job, every time.



We believe API-based integration is the only way to ensure long-term stability and future proof 
your business, it’s all about putting you in control.

0%

AUTOMATE

Learn more and start your free trial at www.airpa.ai

Who is it for?

For accountants who want to automate repetitive work,

improve accuracy and access client information quickly and 
easily.  This frees up your time to accelerate growth and 
increase profitability.
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